Bor (1985, 1986) gave a relation between the two summability methods \C, l\k and \N, pn\k of a series ^2a". These two methods are known to be independent. Generalizing the case, here we introduce relations between the two summability methods |C,a|^ and \N, p"\k using multipliers sequence
Introduction
Let J2 a" be an infinite series of partial sums s" . Let o" and rfn denote the «th Cesàro mean of order ô («5 > -1) of the sequences {s"} and {«¿z"} respectively. Theseries Y¿an is said to be absolutely summable (C, 6) with index k , or simply summable \C ,ô\k, k > 1, if where « If we take p" = 1, then \N, p"\k summability is equivalent to \C, l\k summability. \N, p"\i is the same as \N, p"\. In general the two methods |C,¿|¿ and \N, p"\k are not comparable. Bor established the following two results:
Theorem A. Let {p"} be a sequence of positive real constants such that as n -► oo m j ii) npn = OÍPn) , W \ (Ü) P" = Oinpn).
If Y^an is summable \C, l\k, then it is summable \N, pn\k , k>l.
Theorem B. Let [pn } be a sequence of positive real constants such that it satisfies (I). If Y^a" is summable \N, p"\k, then it is summable \C, l\k, k > I.
Main results
We prove the following: then in order to have the series ^a"e" summable \C, a\k , it is sufficient that oo E"2"%|A2e"| <oo, 
The proof of (B) can be achieved exactly as in the case of Theorem 1. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
5. Applications and corollaries 1. If we take a = 1 and e" = 1 for all n in Theorem 1 (A), we get Theorem B provided (I) holds.
2. If we take a = 1 and e" = 1 for all n in Theorem 2 (A), we get Theorem A provided (I) holds. Corollary 1. Let {p"} be a sequence of positive real constants such that np" = OiPn). Then sufficient conditions that ¿^anen be summable \C, a\k , k>l, a>0, whenever Y,an is summable \N, pn\k are
(ii) \en\ = 0{inpn/Pn)l/k} ia>l), (iii) \Aen\ = 0{n-l+l'kÍPn/Pny/k}.
Proof. Since npn = OiPn), then, for 0 < a < 1 , Similarly, we can show that (2.2)-(2.4) are also satisfied, and the result follows by Theorem 1 (A).
Corollary 2. Let {p"} be a sequence of positive real constants such that np" = OiP"). Then sufficient conditions that ^2a"en be summable \N,p"\k, k>l, whenever J2a" is summable \C, l\k are (i) \en\ = 0{inpn/Pny-1'k}, (ii) \Aen\ = 0{n-l'kiPn/P")l^k}.
Proof. Since np" = OiP"), then |e"| = 0(1). Hence oo oo i Y.y\^\k\t\\k = oii)Y,-\tn\k = oii).
n=l " n=l
Conditions (2.6) and (2.7) are also satisfied, and the result follows by Theorem 2(A).
